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University wins state's 'healthy workplace' award 
Helping to keep a community of 25 ,000 employees, students, 
and retirees healthy is not an easy task. In fact, it would be the 
r equivalent of offering fitness and wellness programs for the entire 
city of Mount Pleasant. 
Yet the variety of fitness programs offered at Grand Valley, 
coupled with blood pressure checks , health risk appraisals, and 
weight management sessions, has earned state recognition for the 
univers ity 's Health, Recreation and Wellness Department. 
For the second straight year, Grand Valley received a "Gold 
Healthy Workplace" award from the Governor's Council on 
Phys ical Fitness, Health and Sports. Gold awardees are recognized 
for establishing a comprehensive program that provides incentives 
to employees who participate. Other 2002 winners were the City 
of Holland and Alticor, Inc ., in Ada. 
Brenda Reeves, director of HRW, said while Grand Valley 
faculty and staff members can receive cash awards for meeting 
fitness and wellness criteria, the incentive extends further. 
"Healthy employees create a healthy environment, and that 
means healthier students ," she said. 
The campus community now enjoys more space to exercise 
with completion of a 17,000-square-foot addition to the 
Fieldhouse. More free weights, weight machines and cardio 
equipment were added, in addition to a Spinning studio, and an 
8, 100-square-foot gymnasium that houses three basketball courts, 
two volleyball courts, and three badminton courts. 
••• 
Brenda Reeves, director of Health, Recreation and Wellness, helps 
keep the Grand Valley community healthy by coord inating 
numerous exercise, nutrit ion, and wellness programs . 
Learning 'continues for Grand Forum members 
For a group of Grand Rapids area residents, their liberal studies 
education continues long after their co llege years have passed by. 
The Grand Forum, offered through Grand Valley 's Division of 
Renee Zettle-Sterling, assistant professor of art and design, discusses 
artwork with Grand Forum members during a tour of the Art Gallery. 
Members meet throughout the year to hear presentations on 
numerous topics from politicians, artists, and faculty members. 
4 I Winter 2003 
Continuing Education, is an outreach program for peop le age 55 
and older. About 200 Grand Forum members meet twice a week 
throughout September, February, and May to listen to politicians, 
artists, and faculty members speak on a variety of issues . Most 
sessions are held at the Pew Grand Rapids Campus, but field trips 
take members to museums, restaurants, and other businesses. 
"I try to get a variety of presenters ," said Grand Forum 
Director Judy Palmer. "It's a balancing act between arts and 
community, and what's going on in the world. We also have an 
adv isory board and they suggest topics and speakers." 
And potential speakers best bring their "A game," according to 
Palmer. 
"These people have a lot of tough questions to ask," she said . 
"They're looking for further education, and are very knowledge-
able in many subjects." 
Grand Forum was estab lished in 1995 with help from President 
Emeritus Arend D. Lubbers. It offers a program for senior citizens 
similar to those at Aquinas and Calvin colleges. The membership 
fee is $95 annually. 
"Our members reall y enjoy bei'ng on campus and interacting 
with the students," Palmer said. "And I think Grand Valley 
students like talking to them, too." 
Tentative Grand Forum sess ions in February and May include a 
Van Andel Museum tour of the Dead Sea Scrolls and an update on 
public school education. For more information, call Palmer at 
616-331-6615, or e-mail her at palme1ju@gvsu.edu. 
--
GVSU, U-M launch dual degree 
Grand Vall ey and The University 
of M ichigan have signed an 
, agreement that launches a dual 
bachelor of science/doctor of 
pharmacy degree program. 
Pres ident Mark A. M urray and 
U-M College of Pharmacy Dean 
George Kenyon formalized the 
agreement in September that brings 
to frui tion a Grand Valley presidential 
' ini tiative, and culminates the year-
long efforts of Grand Valley and 
U-M admini strators, facul ty and 
staff members. 
Under the agreement, selected 
Grand Va ll ey sophomores wi ll be 
granted guaranteed admission to 
U-M's Co llege of Pharmacy. After 
successfu lly completing their junior 
year at Grand Valley, the students 
will transfer to U-M's College of 
Pharmacy, where they will begin the 
four-year program. After completing 
the fi rst year of pharmacy studies at 
U-M, the students will receive the ir 
bachelor 's degree from Grand 
Vall ey and after three more years, 
they will receive their doctor of 
pharmacy degrees fro m U-M. 
Doug Kindschi, Grand Valley 
dean of Science and Mathematics, 
said the dual degree program will 
save one year of undergraduate 
studi es for par ticipating students. 
••• 
t' 
President Mark A. Murray and U-M College of Pharmacy 
Dean George Kenyon sign papers to establish a dual 
pharmacy degree program. Looking on is Doug Kindschi, 
Grand Valley dean of Science and Mathematics . 
Record crowds celebrate Renaissance Festival 
Kn ights joust at Grand Valley's Renaissance Festival, held 
during Homecoming w eekend in October. About 3,000 
people attended the two-day festival. 
When perusing her multiple period costumes, Lisa Brown opted to wear 
her peasant outfit, perhaps a fitting tribute to the hard work that goes into 
organizing a two-day Renaissance Festiva l. 
Held during Homecoming Weekend in October, Grand Valley's 
Renaissance Festival drew its largest crowd, estimated at 3,000. 
"Even last year in the driving rain, we had about l ,500," Brown, festival 
vice president, said . "I think people are starting to notice us." 
The festival included merchants selling period items like armor, clothing, 
and jewelry, and entertainment from a merry band of jugglers, fencers, belly 
dancers, bagpipers, and minstrels. 
Grand Valley's festival, now in its third year, is gain ing a strong 
reputation among Renaissance enthusiasts and is gaini ng student support, 
Brown said. 
"Three years ago, my fiance and I went to Campus Life Nite and talked 
to all three people in charge of the festival," she said. "Last year, we had 25 
volunteers and this year, we' re at about LOO vo lunteers." 
Details about Renaissance Festival 2003 wi ll be updated on the group's 
Web site, www2.gvsu.edu/-gvren. 
Grad survey rates student experience 
From parking to dinner choices to professors, recent 
graduates ranked these and many more items for a quality 
contro l survey that showed their overall sati sfaction with the ir 
college experience. 
Provost Gayle Davis reported the results of the 2002 survey 
during a September Board of Trustees meeting. Designed by the 
Office of Instituti onal Analysis, the survey is given to winter 
semester graduates every even-numbered year. 
Winter 2002 grads were overwhelmingly pl eased with the 
quality of instruction they received. with 33 .7 percent rating it 
"excell ent" and 60.5 percent rat ing it "good." Of I ,664 surveys 
mai led to g raduates , 4 19 were retu rned (25.2 percent). 
Food service on campus doesn·t mean mystery meat night 
any more, and grads were appreciative of Grand Valley 's dining 
choices as nearly 70 percent of respondents rated it good or 
excell ent. 
Parking was a sore pot for some. On the All endale Campus. 
29.5 percent of students rated parking fa ir. 20 percent thought it 
was poor. Al the Pew Grand Rapids Campus, numbers were 24.3 
percent and I 0 .4 percent. respecti vely. Students who added 
comments thought bu ilding a parking garage wou ld be a good 
solution . 
Another looked at the bright side: " [Parking isl good if you 
need your exerc ise." 
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Grand Valley dean in the forefront of U.S. anti-terrorism efforts 
Jonathan White has had a 
variety of titles, many at the same 
, time: criminal justice professor, 
pastor, author, and, until recentl y, 
Grand Valley's dean of social 
sciences. The job taking hi s time 
in the post-September 1 l years, 
however, has put all the rest on 
hold. 
, White, considered one of the 
nat ion 's top experts on 
religious terrorism, has been 
named executive director of the 
Homeland Defense Initiative - a Jonathan White 
placement with the U.S. Department of Justice that takes him on 
anti-terrorism training missions all over the country. 
"I train federal, state, and local police agencies in partnership 
with the FBl," White said on a recent visit to Grand Valley. "What 
we do is in telligence analysis. The training consists of piecing 
together in telligence information." 
Foll owi ng the September l l attacks, White 's extensive studies in 
terrori sm and theology made him a sought-after authority in the 
United States ' war on terrorism. By December, after serving for 
Philanthropy center's anniversary 
highlighted with grant 
Grand Valley 's philanthropy center celebrated its fi rst l O years 
with a little help from some longstand ing friends. 
The October anniversary celebration for the Dorothy A. Johnson 
Center for Phi lanthropy and Nonprofit Leadership coincided with 
the presentation of a $2.9 million grant to the center by the W.K. 
Kellogg Foundation. William C. Richardson, CEO of the Ke llogg 
Foundation, forma lized the ceremony with an oversized check 
presented to GVSU President Mark A. Murray. 
The funding enables the Johnson Center to develop a new 
initiative to organize and disseminate information for the nonprofit 
sector. This new knowledge management initiative, directed by 
Distinguished Professor Joel J. Orosz, has already estab li shed the 
Nonprofit Good Practice Guide (www. nonprofitbasics.org) and will 
create a new grantmaking school to train foundation 
program directors across the country. 
The Center for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Leadership was 
established in 1992 with support from the W. K. Kellogg 
Foundation. 
In 1999 the center was named in honor of Dorothy A. Johnson, 
president emeritus of the Council of M ichigan Foundations and 
current chair of the GVSU Board of Trustees. 
000 
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several months as a consu ltant to the Justice Department, he was 
asked to temporaril y join the department's Bureau of Justice 
Assistance on a fu ll -time basis. He now works in partnership with 
the FBI to standardi ze counter-terrorism training in police 
departments across the nation. 
White carries out his duties as a service from Grand Valley and is 
paid by the Justice Department. His original six-month assignment 
with the government has been extended to two years. 
Besides taking a leave from Grand Valley, White also resigned as 
pastor of Trinity Congregational Church in Walker. The post-
September l l update of his book, Terrorism: An Introduction, was 
published this year. 
White said he views counter-terrorism readiness as vital to the 
security of the country - more so than most Americans rea li ze. The 
U.S. has experienced more than I 00 attacks in the last year, most 
ideologically motivated but unrelated to September 11 , he said. 
"They just don ' t make the headlines," he said. 
He expects to return to Grand Valley once his Justice Department 
ass ignment has ended. Until then , the former SWAT team member 
said he enjoys serving his country. 
"I think everyone from a law enforcement background like mine 
is asking, 'What can I do?,"' he said. "I feel very privileged that I've 
been able to do a little something." 
Lucille Taylor Dorothy Johnson 
New trustee appointed to board 
Lucille Tay lor, former legal counsel to Gov. John Engler, was 
appointed in October to an eight-year term on Grand Valley 's Board 
of Trustees. 
A native of Laingsburg, Taylor received a bache lor's degree from 
Penn State Un iversity and a law degree from George Washington 
Un iversity. Her term begins on January l and runs through 
December 31, 20 LO. 
Tay lor replaced trustee Donnalee Holton, who had served for six 
years including a stint as chair of the finance committee. Current 
chair Dorothy Johnson was re-appoi nted to an eight-year term. 
President Mark A. Murray said Taylor and Johnson are women 
with great experience and ski ll . 
"Dorothy Johnson is respected throughout Michigan for her 
leadership in establishing the Council of Michigan Foundations," he 
said. "Lucille Taylor is admired in legal and governmental circles for 
her wisdom and carefu l attention to detai l. 
"I want to thank Donnalee Holton for her six years of stellar 
service as a trustee. As chair of the fi nance committee, she is due 
much credit fo r the excellent financial condition of the uni versity." 
. , 
• 
Artist ~Profile: 
David Plow d·en 
Once called "the photographer of the 
I 1th hour," David Plowden has made a li fe 
documenting things that are in decl ine. He 
has compiled his work in books on subjects 
like steam locomotives, small towns, and 
steel mills . 
"I've made a career of photographing 
things before they disappear. I started out 
photographing steam locomotives in their 
11 th hour, and that sort of set the pace," he 
~aid. "All these things that I took for 
granted, that we all took for granted as 
being there forever - the general store, 
the main street - gone. So many of the 
old bridges are gone, too." 
Plowden 's newest book, Bridges: The 
Spans of North America, is a revised 
edition of a book originally published in 
1974. 
"The publisher has been after me for 
years to redo it, so I finally relented," 
Plowden said. 
The revision was an arduous task, 
Plowden said. It took him six years to do 
the book originally, and the rev ision took 
three years. 
"It's harder to revise a book than it is to 
write it from scratch," Plowden said. 
He took new photographs along the 
Mississippi and East Coast and reprinted all 
of the photographs from the first edition -
including some from his archives that had 
never been seen before. He also revised and 
updated the captions and the text. 
"It's essentially a new book," he said. 
Much had changed in the 28 years since 
the book was first released. 
"Many of the b1idges have disappeared, 
and there are many new bridges," he said . 
"I had to do research. I had to get in touch 
with people to find out if the obscure 
bridges that I decided to use in the book 
were still standing." 
When he originally compiled Bridges, 
Plowden applied for a Guggenheim 
Fellowship. 
"In my application I said, 'What's 
important is that somebody goes out and 
makes a record of these bridges before they 
disappear. So whether you give me the grant 
or you give it to somebody else is immaterial. 
That you give it to somebody and go out and 
make this record is imp01tant.' And that has 
been borne out," he said. 
While Plowden watched as many pieces 
of America vanished, now he's watching as 
his art form teeters on extinction, thanks to 
the advent of digital photography. 
"I've become one of my subjects," he 
said. "The film gets worse. The paper gets 
worse. And I know one of these clays, 
they're not going to make this material and 
everybody is going to digital. And I don 't 
know that I can make that jump. 
"I think it's very sad in a way. I've spent 
my life doing this. And I've always wanted 
to pass on to the next generation anything 
that I have to pass on - not just my 
photographs, but anything.'' 
Nowadays it's hard to find students 
interested in learning how to work the 
darkroom, he said. 
Plowden's affil iation with Grand Valley 
stems from his friendship with David 
Rathbun, with whom he taught at the 
Institute of Design in Chicago. Rathbun 
eventually came to GVSU, and Plowden 
followed as a visiting professor in the 
School of Communications. He comes to 
Allendale three or four times a semester to 
lecture and conduct individual workshops 
with photography and writing students. 
"I love going out in the fie ld with 
everybody and exploring," he said. 
He said he feels recharged after 
spending time with students. 
"To me, it's the art of seeing. That's the 
whole thing about taking photographs. It's 
not the camera. It's the person behind the 
camera - it's the eye. It's learning how to 
see things photographically," Plowden said. 
WGVU's 1999 documentary on 
Plowden and his work won an Enrn1y and 
was broadcast nationally by PBS. 
- by Brian J. Bowe 
Winter 2003 Arts Calendar 
ART 
Through Fall 2003 
'·Honoring the Brooks Famil y: The Dutch 
Collection of Prints." Meijer Campus in Holland. 
January 6-February 7 
"The Dutch Collection of Contemporary Prints." 
February 17-March 21 
"Je ff Colby: Working and Li ving with AIDS." 
March 27 
De Vos Center Arl Lecture: E lona Van Gent. 5 p.m. 
Loosemore Auditorium. De Vos Center, Pew Grand 
Rapids Campus. 
April 
Student Portfo li os . 
Held al !he Art Galle!)\ PAC, unless 110/ed 01henvise. 
MUSIC 
February 
16 H.S. Honors Band. 3 p.m. LAT 
17 Avatar Brass Quintet. 8 p.m. LAT 
21 GVSU Jazz Ensemble. 8 p.m. LAT 
23 Choral Ensembles. 3 p.m. & 8 p.m. LAT 
26 GVSU Symphony Orchestra. 8 p.m. LAT 
March 
20 & 22 Oki Vienna Comedy Project. Show #4. 
8 p.111 . PAC 
30 Strauss Horn Choir. 2 p.m. PAC 
April 
3 Bach Around the Clock Marathon. 
9 a. m.-10 p.111. CDC 
4 Spring Dance Concert. 8 p.m. LAT 
5 Spring Dance Conceit. 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. LAT 
6 Spring Dance Concert. 2 p. m. LAT 
7 Chin-Chin Chen. 8 p.111. LAT 
11 GVSU Jazz Ensemble. 8 p.m. LAT 
12 GVSU Percussion Ensernb le. 8 p. 111 . LAT 
13 Choral Concert. 3 p. 111 . LAT 
13 Syrnphoni c Wind Ensemble. 8 p.111 . LAT 
14 Chora l Concert and Conceit Band. 8 p.m. LAT 
15 Student Conducting Recital. 8 p.111. LAT 
17 Jazz Ensemble. 8 p.m. LAT 
THEATER 
January 25 
·'Cherney Pie & Clm n Cabaret." 
February 7- 9 
Smetana's "The Bartered Bride" presented by 
GVSU Opera-Theatre. 
March 21-29 
'· Idiot's Delight" by Robert Sherwood. 
Held a, 1he LAT. Call (616) 33I-2300for showtimes 
& ticke1 i1lfor111a1io11. 
PA C= Pe1for111i11g Ans Ce111e1; Allendale 
LAT = Louis Ar111s1rong Theatre, PAC 
CDC= Cook-DeWin Cente1; Allendale 
More information on Winter/Spring 2003 events can 
be found after January I on the online Arts Calendar 
at gvnow.gvsu.edu. 
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Jim and Donna Brooks 
olland natives Jim and Donna Brooks have studied 
their Dutch ancestry and over the years have made 
several trips to the Netherlands. Now, through a gift 
to Grand Valley, the couple has brought a piece of 
the Netherlands home for West M ichiganders to 
enjoy for many years to come. 
That "piece" is large enough to fill several exhibition spaces, 
which is exactly what the couple has in mind . 
The Brooks' gift has enabled Grand Valley to acquire 500 works 
on paper that characteri ze the best of graphic art produced in the 
,Netherlands over the past 50 years. The collection was formed by 
internationally renowned Dutch artist Cy ril Li xenberg, who over the 
decades acquired - often through an exchange of hi s own artwork 
- prints of colleagues he admired. Works by the 200 artists 
represented in the vast collection can be found in major museums 
throughout the Netherlands and Europe, according to Henry 
Matthews, director of Galleries and Collections at GVSU. 
Mark Brusse 
"These keystone collections from 
the Brooks and Lixenberg families 
have enabled the university to 
establish a museum-quality Print 
and Drawing Cabinet, which has 
significant long-term implications 
both as an art resource center and 
for limitless exhibitions," Matthews 
said. 
A sampling of the collection is on 
exhibit now through 2003 at Grand 
Valley's Meijer Campus in Holland. 
More selections will be displayed 
January 6 through February 7 at the 
university's Art Gallery in Allendale. 
Future plans include a collaborative 
exhibition in galleries throughout 
Holland in fa ll 2003. 
That the exhibit is displayed first in their home community of 
Holl and is a tribute to Jim and Donna Brooks, both of whom grew 
up, met, and have spent most of their li ves in Holland. According to 
Jim, who traces his Dutch ancestors in West Michigan back to the 
mid- l 800s, the art collection has significance for many others who 
want to learn more about Dutch history, people, and thought. 
"This gift is intended to strengthen our community's di stinctive 
identity and enable those of Dutch ancestry to develop a stronger 
sense of their roots ," he said. 
He stressed tliat the collection is intended to be a continuing 
resource for the entire region. Brooks is chair of the West Michigan 
Strategic All iance, a group promoting increased collaboration 
between Grand Rapids and Lakeshore communities. Making the 
Dutch prints accessible to all citizens fits right in with the group's 
goals. 
"We have made this gift to GVSU with the condition that the 500 
pieces of art are considered assets of the region, with the university 
acting as their custodian," he said. "Grand Valley students can now 
study and enjoy the work of the finest Dutch print makers of the past 
half century, and this art is available to other institutions .. . to provide 
8 I Winter 2003 
Jim and Donna Brooks view Dutch prints on display at the Holland 
Meijer Campus. 
this same opportunity to citizens throughout the region." 
The Brooks have a legacy of community leadership in West 
Michigan. Jim, the retired owner of the former Beverage America, 
was inducted into the West Michigan Business Hall of Fame in 2001. 
His community involvement includes serving as a board 
member for the Holland/Zeeland Community Foundation. 
Donna, former chair of the GVSU Board of Trustees, wi ll serve 
as a trustee of the university until 2009. In l99 l she was honored 
with the Grand Valley Leadership Award. 
In addition to their recent gift of artwork, the Brooks' support of 
education extends to two scholarships they 've establi shed for 
students and active involvement in GVSU expansion campaigns -
most recently for the Cook-De Vos Center fo r Health Sciences now 
under construction in Grand Rapids. They are also trustees of the 
Grand Valley University Foundation. 
JL 
/I 
Barbara Hepworth 
Donna said that " it has 
been a privi lege" serving 
Grand Valley for the past 
10 years. 
"Our family has been 
blessed. We realize that 
many others have been less 
fortunate," she said. 
"Education gives people the 
tools to achieve their dreams, 
and the arts stimulate 
creativity which fuels our 
economy and enhances our 
quality of I ife. It is these 
considerations that have 
inspired us to make this gift 
to Grand Valley and the West 
Mich igan community." 
- by Nancy Willey 
,/1 
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A prolific artist 
and collector 
An exhibition by prominent 
Dutch graphic artist and scu lptor 
Cyril Lixenberg was held earlier 
this fall at the GVSU Art Gallery 
- but if you missed it, don ' t 
, despair. Lixenberg 's presence is 
well established both at Grand Valley and in the 
surrounding communities. 
The Amsterdam-based artist recently donated 
his collection of 300 prints to Grand Valley in 
memory of his wife, Saskia. The artwork, which 
spans more than 40 years of Lixenberg 's career, 
represents the largest collection of the artist's work 
in any institution. It now is housed within Grand 
Valley's Print and Drawing Cabinet and is 
available for tours and research by students and 
interested members of the community. (, ~ 
"It's exciting to have them all in one place and 
accessible for students," the 70-year-old artist said, Cyril Lixenberg prepares prints for his exhibition at the GVSU Art Gallery. 
adding that he has long had a rewarding relationship with the West Michigan area. 
Lixenberg is also known for his large-scale metal and enamel sculptures, which appear in public buildings and parks throughout the 
Netherlands. Last year, Grand Valley commissioned an outdoor piece, and "Amaranth," an austere but fanciful 15-foot-tall 
yellow sculpture, pow stands at the entrance to Mackinac Hall. (A model of "Amaranth" is pictured at the top of pages 8 and 9.) 
The artist's pieces can also be seen in Holland, Muskegon, Grand Haven, and throughout Michigan. 
Besides being a celebrated artist in his own right, Lixenberg's lively interest in his colleagues' work in the Netherlands led 
him to amass a considerable collection of artwork representative of the many styles, movements, and controversies that 
characterize Dutch art over the past 50 years. His extraordinary collection of 500 works on paper was recently donated to Grand 
Valley tlu·ough a gift of Jim and Donna Brooks (see accompanying story). 
Contemporary Dutch art on exhibit in West Michigan 
Honoring the Brooks Family: The Dutch Collection of Prints 
Now through 2003 
GVSU Meijer Campus in Holland, 515 S. Waverly Rd. 
The Dutch Collection of Contemporary Prints 
January 6-February 7, 2003 
GVSU Art Gallery, Allendale Campus -
I 
Collaborative exhibitions at the Holland Museum, Holland Area Arts 
Council and the De Pree Art Gallery at Hope College 
September 5-19, 2003 
The GVSU Print and Drawing Cabinet 
Eberhard Center, Pew Grand Rapids Campus 
Tours by appointment 
For more information, please call the Art Gallery at (616) 331-2564. 
I 
Alphons Freijmuth 
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Winter Sports Calendar 
Men's Basketball 
Dec. 14 St. Joseph 's College 3 p.111. 
Dec. 16 at onhwood Universil) 7:30 p.111. 
Dec. 18 Rochester College 8 p.111. 
Jan. 2 Wayne State University 8 p.m. 
Jan. 4 Hi llsdale College 8p.m. 
Jan. 9 at Ashland niversity 7:30 p.111. 
Jan. 13 University or Michigan-Dearborn 7 p.m. 
Jan. 18 Fe1Tis State University 8 p.111. 
Jan. 23 at Lake Superior State University. 7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 25 at Saginaw Valley State Univen,ity 
Jan. 30 N011hern Michigan University 
Feb. I Michigan Tech University 
Feb.6 N011hwood University 
Feb.8 Lake Superior State University 
Feb. 10 al Ferris State University 
Feb. 13 Saginaw Valley State University 
Feb. 20 at 11 lichigan Tech University 
Feb.22 at N011hern Michigan University 
Feb. 26 at University of Findlay 
March I GLIAC Tournament 
Women's Basketball 
Dec. I 4 Grace (Ind.) 
Dec. 16 at N011hwood University 
Dec. 19 Davenpon University 
Dec. 28-29 at Hillsdale College Tournament 
3 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
8p.m. 
3 p.m. 
7:30 p.111. 
8 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
I p.m. 
5:30 p.111. 
7 p.m. 
Jan. 2 Wayne State University 6 p.m. 
Jan. 4 Hillsdale College 6 p.m. 
Jan. 9 at Ashland University 5:30 p.m. 
Jan. 18 Ferris State University 6 p.m. 
Jan. 23 at Lake Superior State University 5:30 p.m. 
Jan. 25 at Saginaw Valley State University I p.m. 
Jan. 30 orthern Michigan University 6 p.m. 
Feb. I Michigan Tech University I p.m. 
Feb. 6 orthwood University 6 p.m. 
Feb. 8 L1ke Superior State Uni versity I p.m. 
Feb. IO at Fenis State University 5:30 p.m. 
Feb. 13 Saginaw Valley State University 
Feb. 20 at Michigan Tech University 
6p.m. 
5:30 p.111. 
Feb. 22 at orthem Michigan University I p.m. 
March I GU C Tournament 
Men's and Women's Indoor Track and Field 
Dec. 13 GVSU Holiday Open 5 p.111 . 
Jan. 11 Fenis State University 5 p.111. 
Jan. 17 Eubanks Open 4p.m. 
Jan. 25 GVS Open 11 a.111. 
Feb. I at Smith Barney Open. Indianapolis 4 p.m. 
Feb. 8 at DII Challenge. 
Saginaw Valley State University 11 a.111 . 
Feb. I-+ Lims Laker Challenge 4p.m. 
Feb. 15 at Cannon JV Classic, Indianapolis 4 p.m. 
Feb. 21 Grand Rapids Championships 4 p.m. 
Feb. 28 GL!AC Championships. 
Saginaw Valley State University 
Men's and Women's Swimming and Diving 
Jan. 17 at Calvin College 6 p.m. 
Jan. l 8 University of Indianapolis 12 noon 
Jan. 24 Hope College 5 p.m. 
Jan. 25 
Feb. I 
Feb. 19 
at Ashland College 2 p.m. 
at 011hern Michigan University 12 noon 
GL!AC Championships at Hillsdale College 
For complete spons news, see gvsulakers.ocsn.com/ 
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Athlete Profile: 
Courtney James 
Courtney James brings not only fres h 
ball -handling skill s to the basketball court 
thi s year, but because of hi s large extended 
fa mil y, he also brings new fans to the 
stands . 
His parents, Lamar and Sylvia James, 
are responsible fo r boosting basketball 
ticket sales. Lamar has seven brothers and 
sisters and Sylvia has three; most li ve in 
the Grand Rapids area and James said 
most will attend hi s ga mes. 
" I reall y have a big fa mily," James 
said . "We've always been close and 
they 've always been very supportive of 
Ille." 
James sat out las t season as a red-shirted 
freshman but coach Terry Smith named 
him as the starting point guard for the 
2002-03 Lakers. James was a three-year 
varsity starter who averaged 21 points per 
game as a shooting guard at Eas t 
Kentwood High Schoo l. He fini shed hi s 
career as the school's second all-time 
leading scorer, with more than 1,200 
points. 
Both player and coach agree that 
switching from a shooting guard to point 
guard will not be difficult for James . 
"I grew up play in g the point. I like 
having the ball and making the decisions," 
said James, who is considering education 
or business as a major. 
Smi th recalled it was partly James ' 
versatility that made him such an 
attract ive recruit. 
"It was reall y hi s whole package," 
Smith said. "Obv iously, the fast impression 
I got was of his ski lls - he is really 
qui ck - but he also has two great 
parents, and even in high school he 
seemed to have great chemistry with his 
teammates ." 
Lamar, Sylvia, Courtney 's brother 
Orl ando (also a Grand Valley student) and 
the rest of the James gang will see how 
Courtney runs the floor with a largely inex-
perienced team . The Lakers lost five sen-
iors to graduation, including John Flynn, 
who ended an outstanding college career 
atop the Laker record books as Grand 
Valley's leading scorer with 2,220 points. 
"Coach always tells us that we 're 
tearing clow n the house and building a 
new one," James said. The Lakers had a 
15-1 3 record last year (8-10 in the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference). 
And much of that rebuilding will fall 
to James, as Smith plans to re ly more on 
a fast, aggressive offense thi s yea r. 
"It will be a lot of responsibility fo r 
Courtney, but he 's definitely ready. He 's 
getting to be a better leader," said Smith , 
who enters his seventh season as head 
coach. 
James sa id he is ready to accept the 
add itional responsibility. In a bi t of 
fo reshadow ing, he said it was one of the 
reasons he chose Grand Valley over the 
other colleges that courted him . 
" I really liked the campus when I first 
came out fo r my visit," he said . "I could 
see the potential of the school, and of the 
team." 
- by Miche le Coffill 
., 
Following family accidents, physician creates fellowship 
Michelle VanderHeide, GVSU physical therapy graduate and first recipient of the fellowship, poses with Jason Myers 
Smith, Dr. Gary Lulenski and David Lulenski. p/1010 by Dianne Camll-/3111dick 
A family 's tragedy has turned into a research opportunity through the generosity of St. Joseph physician Gary Lulensj<.i. Both of Lulenski 's sons suffered head injuries and 
received care at Mary Free Bed Hospita l and Rehabilitation Center. 
Spurred by love for his sons and gratitude to their caregivers, 
Lulenski made a surprise gift and established the David Paul 
Lulenski and Jason Myers Smith Fellowship in Neurological 
Physical Therapy. 
The fe llowship, created with a $ 100,000 gift from Lulenski, is 
believed to be among the first of its kind offered anywhere in the 
United States. The one-year, renewable fellowship will be performed 
at Mary Free Bed, a leader in brain-injury rehabilitation. Grand 
Valley will fulfill research direction and guidance for the fellowship, 
which began in June. 
"Our work with Dr. Lulenski and Mary Free Bed produced a 
wonderful fe llowship in neurological rehabilitation for a new 
graduate of Grand Valley State 's physical therapy program," said 
John Peck, professor and director of GVSU's Physical Therapy 
program. "This fellowship is one of only a few in the U.S ., and 
provides a state-of-the-art educational, research and service 
experience. It will garner national recognition." 
Lulenski is the father of 24-year-olcl David Paul Lulenski , and 
stepfather of 29-year-olcl Jason Myers Smith . The elder Lulenski is a 
noted head and neck surgeon who has seen many brain injuries over 
the years. But nothing could have prepared him for the phone call he 
received in the spring of 1994, informing him that Jason had suffered 
a brain injury following a freak accident while away at college. 
Jason was comatose and slowly regained consciousness during 
'our work with Dr. Lulenski and Mary Free 
Bed produced a wonderful fellowship in 
neurological rehabilitation for a new 
graduate of Grand Valley State's physical 
' therapy program. 
- John Peck, physica l therapy professor 
months of therapy at Mary Free Bed. He improved and eventually 
returned home. 
Three and a half years later, the unthi nkable happened: another 
late-night phone call, another brain injury. This time, it was 
Lulenski's youngest son, David, who suffered the injury in a car 
accident. David's injuries were more extensive than Jason's. He was 
in a coma and remained in intensive care fo r 16 days. 
He eventually received C,U'e at Mary Free Bed in the same bed as 
Jason. After nine months of extensive therapy, David resumed a 
normal li fe and eventually completed his studies at the University of 
Michigan-Dearborn. 
In May, Lu lenski hosted a graduation party for David where -
unbeknownst to either son - he announced a neuro logical 
fe ll owship created in their honor at Mary Free Bed. 
"I just had to do something for the care they received (at Mary 
Free Beel) and for their miraculous recoveries," Lulenski said. 
"David and Jason deserve a lot of credit. They kept on trying. It was 
hard work, every day." 
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war against cancer sends students, researchers to Kentucky caves 
A team of Grand Valley researchers discovered a type of bacteria that produces a possible cancer-fighting drug. The 
researchers include (from left) Peterson Haak, Miles Hacker, Roderick Morgan and Ryan Frisch. 
A GVSU research project could lead to a new too l in the battle against cancer. Grand Vall ey student and fac ul ty researchers have discovered a type of bacteri a that produces a possible 
cancer-fighting drug. Students Ryan Fri sch and Peterson Haak, 
working with fac ulty members Miles Hacker and Roderi ck 
Morgan, obta ined the resul ts. 
Frisch and Haak presented the fi nd ings at a meeting of the 
Ameri can Society fo r Microbiology in May. T he resul ts have 
rece ived attention in news media acco unts fro m BusinessWeek 
to the BBC. 
'The experience the students receive 
working in our labs is invaluable to their 
careers and lives as scientists.' 
- Roderick Morgan, biology professor 
The bacte ri a, d iscovered in Ma mmoth Cave, Kentucky, 
prod uce a substance that appears to inhibi t the activity of a 
protein in vo lved in the fo rmation of new bl ood vesse ls (referred 
to sc ientifi ca ll y as "angiogenesis"). T he resea rchers said thi s 
holds pro mi se in the fight aga inst cancer because, when cancer 
cells beg in to form tumors, one of the requirements is the 
format ion of new blood vessels to prov ide the tum or with 
oxygen and nu tri ents . One of the strategies in fi ghting cancer is 
to discover drugs that are anti-angiogeni c because if blood 
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vesse ls are not produced, the tumor does not grow and prosper. 
Also, inhibi tion of tumor blood vesse l fo rmation can help 
prevent tumor metas tases - a major cause of cancer deaths. 
The results are an example of the ki nd of hands-on research 
Grand Va ll ey students take part in - an opportunity that only 
presents itse lf to gradu ate- level studen ts at some universities. 
"Even though working with students in research at GVS U 
represents a large investment of time and energy, it is ni ce to 
have the opportunity to do bas ic research with students who are 
intelligent and hi ghl y motivated," said Morgan, a biology 
professo r. "The experience the students receive working in our 
labs is invaluab le to their careers and lives as sc ientists." 
Haak, who grad uated in May, agreed and said the project 
helped fur ther his career. 
"I had the pleasure of working on the cave microbe project 
fo r nearly two years," he said. "During those years I learned 
invaluab le lessons in proper lab proced ure, des igning valid 
experiments, and the challenges and rewards that research 
holds. That time in Dr. Hacker's lab has j umpstarted my 
sc ientific career and helped land me at my current job, doing 
research at the Van Ande l Institu te." 
Haak continued: "The research experi ence I got as an 
undergradu ate at Grand Valley has insp ired and directed my 
career goa ls, and opened doors that I never imag ined. I am sure 
that thi s pos iti ve ex peri ence was made poss ible by go ing to a 
uni vers ity that foc uses on the student." 
~ GRAND VALLEY 
, coMMUNITY 
REMEMBERS 
SEPTEMBER 11 
, MESSAGES ONE YEAR LATER CALL FOR PEACE, UNDERSTANDING 
U pwards of 3,000 students gathered at the Cook Carillon Tower on September l I to commemorate , the first anniversary of the terrori st attacks on America. A smaller crowd was also in attendance 
earlier in the day as President Mark A. Murray dedicated a marker 
in the VanSteeland Arboretum as a "a visible commitment that we 
wi ll never forget the events of September 11 , 200 l , or those who 
have died." 
Mu rray asked students to remember the tragedies of a year ago, 
but also to hold on to the courage, kindness, and personal 
reflection that characteri zed the nation in the days that fo llowed. 
"You are here to build a better li fe for yourselves and others. 
There were lessons in those days about what a better life is," 
Murray said . "We must continue to build our country. We must 
continue to build our communities. You are the builders." 
Illuminated by thousands of handheld candle , the vig il on 
September I l , 2002 looked strikingly similar to a ni ght a year 
before as students stood in solemn sil ence and refl ected on the 
day 's meaning. 
But the mood had changed. Shock had turned to sadness and 
even resolve. As students took the stage to pray for peace and 
understanding, they prayed in Engli sh, Hebrew, and Arabic. 
"It is important to remember that we are all different , no matter 
what," said Student Senate President Thomn Bell , "and it 's 
through the striving for peace that the li ves that were lost will 
a lways be remembered." 
- by Nancy Willey 
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A link to the past 
lies under 
' T hey paved paradise and put up a parking lot," lamented 
Joni Mitchell in her 1970 song, "Big Yellow TaXI." In 
r the case of a Grand Valley parking lot on the banks of 
the Grand River, however, the paved smface may have 
actuall y been benefi cial in preserving a piece of 
, Native American culture. 
Digging 6 to 9 feet under the Fulton Lot, situated on the south 
1 side of Ful ton Street on Grand Valley's Pew Grand Rapids 
Campus, excavators found more than J 00,000 artifacts that reveal 
a glimpse of Native Ameri can culture dating back 2,500 years. 
That the site was long used for parking lots - first gravel and 
later asphalt - and a few early buildi ngs rather than dug up for 
construction probably saved the a1tifacts from destruction, according 
to Janet Brashler, professor of anthropo logy at Grand Vall ey. 
To further dismay Joni Mitchell (but not to di scredit her 
considerable talent), that the artifacts were unearthed at all was the 
result of a major highway construction project. 
"If it weren ' t for the U.S.-13 1 S-Curve bridge replacement, we 
wouldn ' t have ever had a chance to see thi s," Brashier noted. 
Brashier, a pre-historic ceramics expert who has worked on di gs 
in Jordan, Botswana, and throughout the United States, served as a 
consultant on the excavati on project. 
"I was keenl y interested in the project because the site was 
thought to be largely destroyed by the construction of earl y Grand 
Rapids," she said . "Lo and behold, the testing that was done in 
October of '99 revealed that there were intact archaeological 
deposits sitting benea~h GVSU Parking Lot B (now Fulton Lot). It 
was a great surprise and really an incredible thing to think that 
they had survived there through 150 years of Grand Rapids' 
development." 
The excavation 
The S-Curve Archaeological Project was conducted during ni ne 
cold weeks from November 1999 through January 2000 by 
Commonwealth Cultural Resources Group, Inc., a Jackson-based 
archaeological consulting firm contracted by the Michigan 
Department of Transportation. Large surface areas were removed 
with heavy mechanical equipment. Then it was up to the muscles 
and smaller tools - shovels, trowels, wooden picks, and brushes 
- of excavators like Sean Stretton, a 1999 GVSU anthropology 
alumnus who participated in the dig. 
They worked in increments, uncovering l square meter (roughly 3 
feet) at a time down to a depth of 2 inches, sometimes going down 
dozens of levels or more. 
"We recovered artifacts that would be associated with a 
vill age," said Stretton, 29, who now works in a public service 
archaeology program for the University of Illinois. "Every piece 
that you fi nd fits in to a puzz le and gives more information toward 
fi guring out the past life of people who didn ' t have a written 
record ." 
Analyzing the more than 4,000 pottery sherds found at the site 
was Brashler's job. 
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"It was a very chall enging analysis to do because the si ze of 
most of the sherds was smaller than a quarter," she said. "They'd 
been ground and broken pretty severely. I spent a lot of time with 
a hand lens and a microscope." 
Though fragmented, the pieces revealed styles and decorations. 
They were dated using a high-tech process known as Accelerated 
Mass Spectrometry, which calculated the radio carbon years of 
cooking residue found on some of the sherds. The pottery pieces 
were determ ined to be as much as 2,500 years old, placing the 
site's former occupants well into B.C. days, said Brashier. 
"The major occupation occurs during a pe1iod of time called 
the Middle Woodland, and is associated with what is believed 
were a series of burial mounds that were close to th is site," she 
said. 
GVSU anthropology alumnus Sean Stretton and Professor Janet 
Brashier stand at Baw -Wa-Ting Park, wh ich Grand Valley dedicated 
to the Ottawa Indians who once occupied the site. 
Background: An illustrat ion of 19th-century pottery found at a 
Grand River burial mound. 
Illustration courtesy of Grand Rapids History and Special Collections Center, 
Archives, Grand Rapids Public Library, Grand Rapids, Ml. 
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Those riverbank mounds - not to be confused with the still-intact 
Norton Mounds located downstream - were leveled in Grand 
Rapids ' early years. Only artifacts from the dig and the stories remain: 
'bf laborers who walked off the job because they were so distressed by 
the number of human remains that were being dumped. 
Assessing the S-Curve construction footprint for signs of pre-
hi storic habitation was a necessary first step for the highway 
project, mandated by the National Historic Preservation Act. 
Kimmarie Murphy, an assistant anthropology professor at Grand 
Valley, served as a biological consultant for the -project. 
"The big question was, are they go ing to find human remains?" 
Murphy said. 
That they didn' t, other than a few "casually shed" teeth, can be 
viewed as fortunate: "It would have been particularly sensitive if 
they would have found burials," she said. 
Middle Woodland settlers 
The unearthed pottery sherds, stone tools, sturgeon and large 
animal remains, and other artifacts have opened a window into 
Janet Brashier takes a closer look at an artifact . 
'it was a very challenging analysis to do because 
the size of most of the sherds was smaller than a 
quarter. I spent a lot of time with a hand lens and a 
microscope.' - Janet Brash ier, professor of anthropology 
what Brashier considers one of the most fascinating pre-historic 
eras : the Middle Woodland Period (c. 100 B.C.-A.D. 300). 
"It's one of the high-culture periods of pre-contact Native North 
America," she said. "People had beautiful art, beautiful technological 
objects. Middle Woodland folk in the greater Midwest area were 
domesticating wild plants. They built very complex sites and were 
linked to each other with sophisticated trade and exchange 
systems." 
What does all this say about the land under the new S-Curve 
piers and Grand Valley's Fulton Lot? 
"Probably, what we were excavating were mortuary camps: 
places where people were living and staying while they were 
carrying out burial ceremonies at the nearby mounds," Brashier 
Footprints at the Riverside 
Cultural corridor's fascinating past 
Four decades ago, when highway builders stretched the concrete ribbon of 
U.S.- 131 northward after tw isting it across the Grand Ri ver and through the heart 
of Grand Rapids, few dreamed that th is section of the new freeway would 
become the backbone of an impressive cultural conidor. 
But look at it today. Flanking the busy thoroughfare, as it runs parallel to the 
west bank of the river, are the buildings of Grand Valley's Pew Campus; Ah-Nab-
Awen Park, setting for many of the city's most significant gatherings; and two 
impressive museums - one focusing on the culture, history, environment of 
Continued on page 16 
Old artist illustrations reveal the Grand Rapids 
of earlier days. These historic postcards depict, 
left to right, the Pearl Street Bridge and the 
westward skyline, the old Phoenix Furniture 
building, and downtown Grand Rapids. (The 
stamp on one of the postcards was 1 cent. ) 
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said. "There's some suggestion that perhaps they were there doing 
these mortuary rituals in the spring, when the sturgeon migrate up 
the river." 
Some of the puzzle pieces are fittin g together, but Brashier 
cautions that it's still speculation. "We ' re just beginning to piece 
together a little of what their lives mi ght have been like." 
For instance, the similar time periods of the S-Curve site and 
the l ,900-year-o ld Norton Mounds in Grandville (now a National 
Historic Landmark) suggest that both areas may have been 
occupied simu ltaneously, sa id Brashier. 
But the pottery sherds seem to be telling a different story. A 
petrographic analysis (a geologic process) is now underway to 
glean information on how pots at the different sites were manufac-
tured and the types of materials used in the clay. 
"I think that we're going to see some differences," Brashier said. 
r "The ceramics from the S-Curve, for example, are considerably 
different from d1e ceramics at d1e Norton Mounds. If the sites were 
Footprints at the Riverside 
Continued from page 15 
West Michigan and the other on accomplishments of its most 
famous son, President Gerald R. Fore!. 
For centuries the west edge of Grand Rapids has been a popu-
lar gathering place. Mound builders 2,000 years ago fashioned 
ceremonial and burial earthworks along the river 's west bank from 
the site of the Ford Museum to d1e U.S.-131 S-curve. Then , 
hundreds of years after the mound builders mysteriously 
di sappeared, Ottawa Indians established a village amid the 
mounds. Next came missionaries, traders , and settlers from 
Europe. They, however, had littl e regard for hi storical significance 
of the anci ent earthworks and leveled them to provide fill for 
street construction. 
Greater appreciation for the culture of the region 's early 
being used at the same time but the ceramics are different, then 
something really interesting is going on. These are the kinds of 
questions I'm interested in exploring." 
Baw-Wa-Ting Park 
An imp01tant aspect of the S-Curve Archaeological Project was 
the participation of the local Grand River Bands of Ottawa Indians. 
More than 100 artifacts from the site related to the Ottawa people's 
settling of the area in the l 700- l 800s. 
Brashier, who served as a liaison between the local tribe, 
archaeologists, government highway units, and the university, 
accepted a national award on behalf of Grand Valley last year that 
praised the partnership. The Making a Difference Bronze Award for 
Pattnering was also extended to six od1er organizations working 
together on the highway project, including the Kent County Road 
Commission and the Michigan Depattment of Transportation. 
res idents is demonstrated in Van Andel Museum di splays of 
ancient inhabitants of the ri verfront and European immigrants who 
transformed this narrow strip into a bustling residential/commercial 
di strict. 
Outside the museum, however, the corridor - a tract bounded 
by d1e river, Bridge Street, Seward Avenue, and Watson Street -
contains few visible remnants of its past commerce. One is a small 
building just south of Fulton Street and west of Winter Avenue. 
Built in 1891 to serve as a passenger depot of the Lake Shore & 
Michigan Southern Railroad, it's now owned by GVSU. Railroad 
tracks at its side recall the era when steam locomotives carried 
passengers and frei ght through what is now Grand Valley 's Pew 
Campus. Continued on page 17 
This illustration depicts a city emerging along t he banks of t he Grand River in 1868. 
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It had been a hope that the Ottawa descendents who live 
here now would receive acknowledgement of their legacy in the 
region. That hope was realized last year when Grand Valley 
dedicated Baw-Wa-Ting Park to the Ottawa Indian village that 
once existed there. The park, whose name means "rapids" in 
the Ottawa native tongue, is located next to the newly paved 
Fulton Lot. 
In one respect; Joni Mitchell's "Big Yellow Taxi" hit the 
mark when s):ie sang "You don ' t know what you ' ve got till it's 
gone." We' re just ls;arning what we' ve got under our feet and 
what had been, in Brashler 's words, "all but lost" - a link to 
West Michigan's Native American roots. 
- by Nancy Willey 
This 183 1 drawing of Grand Rapids show s the Louis Campau trading 
post in the foreground. Across the Grand River is a Baptist mission. 
Illustration courtesy of Grand Rapids History and Special Collections Center, 
Archives, Grand Rapids Public Library, Grand Rapids, Ml. 
Continued from page 16 
The depot at Fulton and Winter was the third used by the 
LS&MS after its first train chugged into town on March 1, 1869. 
Four years later, Cornelius Vanderbilt acquired the ra ilroad and 
eventually merged the line with his fa mily's New York Central 
Railroad. 
Northbound trains of the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railroad 
(later part of the Pennsylvania System) crossed the river on what is 
now the blue pedestrian bridge north of Fulton Street, passed 
through today's Grand Valley campus, and curved northward along 
Seward Avenue. 
Though the LS&MS depot and the iron rails between Seward 
and Winter avenues are the only discernible footprints in the sands 
of the corridor 's past, clues in old city directories, maps, and 
newspapers help to envision days when houses, factori es, and 
commercial establi shments nestled together in the ri verside 
setting. Development progressed rapidly after the Civil War, and 
soon large factories that produced furniture, wagons, wheelbarrows, 
barrel staves, brushes, and caskets overshadowed the corridor's 
many houses . • 
Impetus for much of this development was construction of the 
West Side Power Canal by Willi am T. Powers after his 1865 
purchase of nearly a mile of west side ri ver frontage, including the 
coITidor where the museums and GVSU campus are located. A 
simi lar canal had been placed on the east side of the river 30 years 
earlier, and in 1866 Powers joined with the East Side Water Power 
Co. in building a dam across the ri ver at the head of the canals, 
replacing one that had been constructed upstream in 1849. 
One of the city's pioneer furniture makers, Powers came to 
Grand Rapids in 1847 and joined with William (Deacon) Haldane 
in manufacturing furniture on the east side of the ri ver. Haldane is 
commonly credi ted with making the first furniture in Grand 
Rapids. 
In 1872, when Shakespearean actor Edwin Booth performed in 
Grand Rapids, he suggested to Powers that a better theater should 
be built. The Grand Rapids industri ali st hired a Chicago architect 
to design a structure that was completed on the east side of the 
river in 1874, with seating for 1,300 spectators. First known as 
Powers Opera House and later as Powers Theater, it was enl arged 
in 1884 to accommodate 1,600. 
Other beneficiaries of the power canal included the Star and 
Crescent mills, landmarks for nearly a century along the west 
shore. Star Mill, a four-story wooden structure just south of Bridge 
Street, was built in 1868 and Crescent Mill , fi ve floors with brick 
exterior, was constructed in 1875 at the end of Pearl Street bridge. 
Most impressive of the industrial faciliti es in the west side 
corridor was the Phoeni x Furniture Company's factory at Fulton 
Street and Summer Avenue, constructed in 1872. 
David Wolcott Kendall, who joined Phoenix as a draftsman in 
1879, became the company's chief designer and eventuaJl y served 
as general manager. Coll eagues claimed he developed hi s popular 
antique oak stain after noti cing how tobacco juice that missed 
spittoons accentuated the grain and darkened the tone of the 
fac tory's fl oors. One of Phoeni x's most successful products was 
the Kendall -designed McKinley chair, so named because one was 
owned and used by President William McKinley. In 1928 
Kendall 's widow founded Kendall Memorial School of Art , which 
became Kendall College of Art and Design. 
More than a century later, in 1987, Steelcase bought and sold 
the factory and three other buildings, including the LS&MS depot, 
to Grand Valley. After exploring the possibility of con verting the 
Phoenix fac tory to classrooms, uni versity trustees voted in 1988 to 
raze it. 
The Van Andel Museum's largest exhibit, Furniture City, uses 
machines from the Phoeni x factory in retelling the story of 
generations who made furniture in Grand Rapids. 
Though the products of one Grand Rapids bedding manufacturer 
weren' t out of the ordinary, the name of the firm in its early days 
was an attention grabber. In 1900 when Willi am Kennedy and 
Anson Driggs moved their business to Front Street, near the end of 
Pearl Street bridge, they named it the Hot Blast Feather Company. 
Feathers used in the company's bedding were more resilient when 
they were curled with hot air blown from a machine developed by 
Kennedy. 
After a few years , Kennedy bought out Driggs and then, a 
decade later, changed the name of the firm to Grand Rapids 
Beddi ng Company and moved it to a five-story brick building on 
the site of what is now GVSU's De Vos Center. The factory, known 
in later years as the Spring Air Mattress Di vision of Grand Rapids 
Bedding, continued in operation into the 1970s. 
Although the concrete ribbon of U.S.- 13 J obliterated these once 
familiar old landmarks as it stretched northward in the 1960s, the 
freeway hasn't dimini shed the vitality of thi s west bank area. 
Rather, the ri verside corridor is the cultural heart of Grand Rapids. 
Its museums keep ali ve significant historical aspects, Ah-Nab-
Awen Park provides an ideal rallying point for festive and 
commemorative events, and Grand Valley 's programs contribute to 
the future. 
- by Gordon Beld 
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Gayle Davis 
Gayle Davis was named Grand Valley's second provost 
in April and started working in Ju ly. She has a rich 
background in the humanities and most recently served 
as vice president for Academic Affa irs and Research at 
Wichita State University in Kansas. 
She has a bachelor's degree in French, w ith an English 
, minor, from Muskingum College (Ohio), a master's degree 
in art history from Michigan State University, and a 
doctorate in American studies from MSU. While a 
graduate student, Davis was an instructor at Lansing 
Community College in the Humanities Department and 
Women's Resource Center. She joined the Wichita State 
faculty in 1982 and later chaired the university's Women's 
Studies Department. She is a prolific author, w ith journal 
articles on women's social history and material culture, 
including folklore, quilting, and contemporary art. 
Davis formally introduced herself to the Grand Valley 
community in late August, when she w as the keynote 
speaker at convocation. Several w eeks later, she spoke 
with Grand Valley Magazine's M ichele Coffill about her 
role w ithin the university's administrative team. 
GVM: Can you tell us why you applied for this position? 
What was it about Grand Valley that attracted you? 
Davis: I had been at Wichita State for 13 years as a faculty 
member and eight years as an administrator and by the last year had 
thought that I would return to the faculty. I had never really aspired 
to be a provost and I was very much concerned with the academic 
side of my life. 
When I saw what this position was - first of all, that is was at 
Grand Valley - I thought this was an area where I would be 
stretched to learn more and see another side of academic 
administration. This sounds like a "line," but I would not have 
moved anywhere but Michigan and I would not have moved 
anywhere but Grand Valley, or a school that had a similar mission 
and situation. 
The other thi ng that really attracted me to Grand Valley is that 
you rarely have an opportuni ty to join a new administrative team in 
higher education. You typically would be sliding into an administrative 
team that was long in place, that had the specifics of its own agenda 
in place. Grand Valley was a place that was saying, right up fro nt, 
that its vision was not going to change dramatically but that it was 
open to a new way of integrating the acadernic work. 
GVM: Can you explain what a provost does? 
Davis: I've had a funny experience with that. People who aren' t 
in academics congratulate me, and they are sincerely happy for me, 
but then they ask, "What's a provost?" Well , the provost, first - and 
in my opinion , most importantl y - is the vice president for 
Academic Affairs . A simple defi nition is that the provost leads the 
academic work on campus and that involves both faculty and 
students. 
GVM: What have your workdays been like since July? 
Davis: I've been on a quest since July to meet everybody I can 
meet, see everything I can see, and read everything I can read related 
to Grand Valley. So I used Ju ly and a lot of August fo r meetings with 
the people who were here on campus. At a school like this, where 
administrative changes are so rare, it's natural that some would 
worry about what's going to happen. So I wanted to get around to 
visit start-up meetings of the different divisions and try to help 
people understand that I value a coll aborative style and that I' rn not 
comi ng here with my own set agenda. 
The really nice timing of being the last to be hired in the central 
admini strative team and participating in the start of strategic plan-
ning is wonde1ful. It's an opportunity for me to talk to so many 
people in very specific ways to really think together about what the 
character of thi s insti tution ought to be. I don't expect huge changes, 
but we have been talking about such questions as what would be the 
optimal size for Grand Valley, and how can we continue to grow in 
quali ty while not growing exponentially in numbers. So the strategic 
planning time will be a really good moment for us to all say, "What 
would we want to emphasize about who we are and who we want to 
be?" 
GVM: While you were at Wichita State, you were instrumen-
tal in establishing the Center for Teaching and Research 
Excellence. Is that the accomplishment you are most proud of? 
Davis: There are a couple of other things I would acid to the list. 
It's very important to me that the evaluation systems we have in 
place for faculty and staff - whether it's for an annual evaluation, or 
fo r tenure promotion - be very consistent and fa ir. The systems 
should minimize the amount of time a faculty or staff member would 
have to use to prepare documents fo r their evaluation. I worked to 
streamline and integrate the personnel evaluation system at Wichita 
State . We had a chance to test it and it turned out to be a system that 
was an improvement. I feel very good about that. 
The other thing I would say is that facu lty and staff who support academic 
programming for students need to have a strong voice in advising central 
administration. At Wichita State, I felt my job was, in part, to be sure that 
someone was speaking for the faculty's concerns. 
GVM: You're writing a book based on an extensive project. Can you talk 
about that? 
Davis: It's ab.out women 's coll aborative art galleries . 
. 
GVM: You've been working on this for a while. 
~ 
Davis: Ages! It is an interest I have had ever since my years as a doctoral 
student. I have conducted research on groups of women artists who started 
cooperatively financed professional art galleries in the early '70s, at the height of 
visibility for the women 's movement. 
There were about 15 of these galleries that started between 1972 and 1976. 
'they were scattered around the country, but mostly in art centers like New York 
and Chicago. I picked out a dozen of them that had relatively the same 
.• characteri stics. In 1980, I was fini shing my initial work when we elected 
~ President Reagan. I realized there were going to be changes for nonprofit groups 
under his administration, so I decided I wou ld wait 10 years and conduct another 
exploration of these same places and see how they had either survived or not 
survived that political change. 
I reached that 10-year mark, took a sabbatical to continue the research, and 
was ready to write the book based on thi s two-phased project when President 
Clinton was elected and more changes could be predicted. I finally decided what I 
actually needed was a generation (and that 's usually defined as about 30 years) 
for this book to be a true longitudinal study of these places. That 30 years ended 
in 200 I. And my book is finally in its fin al edits and I'm looking for a publisher. 
My worry is that with this new job, it's go ing to be another year until I get back 
to it. 
GVM: At convocation, the president of the faculty senate expressed 
concern about the number of full -time faculty members compared to the 
number of adjuncts, or part-time, professors. Is something being done to 
address his concerns? 
Davis: I think, in general, the concern he raised is a concern in higher 
education across the country. We do need to guard the quality of all of our 
teaching faculty, whether full-time and tenure-track, or not. A full -time, 
terminally-prepared faculty provides the consistent work on which the university 
depends in order to develop a sustainable, rigorous curriculum. Full-time facu lty 
can devote some of the ir time to university governance and professional and 
community service in the various disciplines and to actively pursue academic 
projects inside and outside of the classroom. The institution needs a good mi x of 
these contributions of tenured faculty and those of part-time adjunct faculty 
whose time commitment is usually devoted entirely to teaching, in order to create 
a quali ty, workable academic environment. 
GVM: What keeps you busy when you're not working? 
Davis: I'm crazy about animals and have always had a number of dogs and a 
cat. In pursuit of that interest, I used to be very actively involved in the Kansas 
Humane Society and a member of that board for a long time. Our two current 
dogs are from the Kansas Humane Society. 
Another interest is the house that my husband and I had built in northern 
Michigan, just north of Elk Rapids. We are doing all the interior fini sh, and we're 
using antique doors and floorin g and lots of architectural salvage materials. We 
spend a lot of time hunting at flea markets. I also like to cook, I like to garden. 
GVM: What are you reading right now? 
Davis: I just finished reading the two books that Housing is asking its students 
to read: The Laramie Project, and Tuesdays with Morrie. 
GVM: The Laramie Project, I didn't know that was a book. That was the 
student in Wyoming who was murdered ... 
Davis: First it was a play and now they 've publi shed the play. Housing is 
asking all the housing students to read it so they can have some book discussions. 
And it was an excuse for me to take a break from my usual reading materi als, 
which at thi s point consists of administrative documents. 
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Faculty member gained notoriety in the '60s after 
controversial commencement speech 
hen she stood at the podium to deliver her 
commencement address to the Class of 1969, Stephanie 
Mills searched the audience for signs of approval. 
While many who listened were California beatniks, Mill s knew 
talkjng about overpopulation and "breeding ourselves out of 
existence" would stir emotions and, at the least, be fodder for 
debate. 
"Our days as a race on this planet are, at this moment, 
numbered ... I am terribly saddened by the fac t that the most 
humane thing for me to do is to have no children at all," she said. 
Looking periodically at the Mills Co llege (not named for 
anyone in her fam ily) commencement crowd, Mills found what 
she sought: a sociology professor who raised hi s fist in the "right 
on" sign. 
"I had just organized a symposi um on campus on ecology," she 
sa id. "At the time, I was really into what Paul Ehrlich, a 
popu lat ion biologist, had said. He wrote 'The Population Bomb,' 
and that infl uenced me. Plus, I had the bul ly pulpit to speak." 
Her speech at Mills Col lege, near Oakland, Ca lifornia, 
20 I W inter 2003 
generated national attention and garnered Mi ll s instant celebrity 
status. The New York Times called her speech, "perhaps the most 
angu.ished statement" from that year's graduating class . Text from 
the speech and Mi ll s' photo appeared in Life magazine. Almost 
immediately, Planned Parenthood and environmental groups hired 
her to give presentations and write articles . 
"It 's funny because before the speech, I thought about worki ng 
for Kelly Girl when I graduated," she said. "But the ecology 
movement was gaining ground and there were lots of events going 
on. Planning commjttees needed speakers. I must have done 80 
speeches the following year. 
"It was a time when society was li stening to young people." 
While Mills has surpassed her J 5 minutes of fame generated 
fro m the commencement speech, people continue to listen to her 
more than three decades later. Mills has emerged as one of the 
country's leading ecological activists . She has written or edited 
five books , edited magazines Earth Times and CoEvolution 
Quarterly, and given lectures on land preservation and restoration , 
women 's rights, stopping global corporate supremacy, and limiting 
technology. In 1996, Utne Reader named Mill s one of the world 's 
leading vis ionaries. 
She credited books, her surround ings, and the era for opening 
her eyes . 
"I went to college from 1965-69, and Mi lls College was situated 
between Berkeley and Stanford, where there were a lot of protests 
and the Black Power movement was near its height," she said. "I 
think it 's hard for people who have missed that era to grasp how 
vital it was at the time to engage in principled dissent and to 
challenge the-government on its misconduct, especiall y in the 
Vietnam Wru·." 
She moved to Michigan in 1984 and continued to write and lec-
ture. A new phase of Mills' life bega'n last year when she taught a 
course at Grand Valley 's Traverse City Campus. Appropriately, it 
was a Liberal Studies class called Visionary Thin kers, which 
reseru·ches the life and work of an hi storical figure. Past classes 
have analyzed Martin Luther King, Virginia Woolf, and Jean-Paul 
' Sartre; Mills' students studied Aldo Leopold (1887-1948), 
considered the father of wildlife ecology. 
"Teaching through Grand Valley has made me aware of how 
teachers changed my own life," Mills said. "I now know how 
tremendously important teachers are and what a calling it is." 
From all accounts, the novice fac ulty member is hav ing a 
ROsitive impact on her own students. 
"For me, it was a treat to be in her class," said Ki ngsley 
res ident Sue Boonstra. "She really took the time and effort to 
make you understand your own world. There was one exercise 
when she asked the class a series of questi ons that were connected 
to the land, li ke: What is the date of the next full moon? When is 
your shadow the shortest? What animals in your area are ex tinct?" 
The coordinator of the Liberal Studies program, Gi lda Povolo, 
recommended Mills for the fac ul ty pos ition . Povolo is in a writing 
group with Mills and said she was searching for someone who 
"could think outside the box of academia." 
"Students are telling me that she changed their lives ," Povolo 
said. "One person told me she had no real, hands-on knowledge of 
the environment before Stephani e 's class and after the class, she 
took a camping trip by herself to experience nature." 
Mills said that was one of her unwritten class objectives . 
"That is the thril ling thi ng for me, to hear students say that," 
she said. "I have such a passion for Leopold 's life and his vision, 
and I wanted to share that with students. To alert them to see 
th ings in a different way. 
"They were really a great group of peop le. Of course, about 
one-quarter of them had tree-hugging tendencies go ing into class ." 
Mills' latest book, Epicurean Simplicity, imports the ideals of 
third-century Greek philosopher Epicurus, who believed and 
taught that attaining pleasures in li fe could be done by limiting 
one's desires. 
The book, published by Island Press, reads like a memoir and 
has been likened to Henry David Thoreau's Wa lden. (Mill s cited 
him as a mentor.) A Washington Post reviewer called the beliefs 
behind Epicurean Simplicity "[courageous] in the form of 
willingness to li ve joyfull y even in a wounded present, faced 
with a profoundl y uncertain future." 
In one paragraph, Mills gave her view of a typically mundane 
household chore: sweeping floors. 
"Having a sweeping philosophy, being able to spend an hour 
tidying with a broom, a technology that hasn't changed much in 
several thousand years, and doing so in a handmade home, which 
I can see no reason to leave unti l the day I go feet-first, feel like 
such blessings' And enj oying the least things - a chilled glass of 
water, a movement of play with the cat, the sight of sunlight 
caught in the frost spangling locust twigs - is a form of prayer." 
From typing manuscripts on a manu al typewriter to bann ing 
television, washer and dryer, and microwave oven from her home, 
Mill s is a quintessential spokeswoman for the simple life. She 
lives on 35 acres in Maple City in a house heated by a wood 
stove. Down a dirt-covered, well-trod path , her cozy writing 
studio holds more books than room for visitors. 
"I guess I've always understood the long tradition of volu ntary 
simplicity; the deliberate renunciation of wants for a larger 
purpose, whi ch is either to be harmless in the natural world, or 
liberated spirituall y," she said. 
Although she was married for a brief time, Mills has kept her 
outspoken promise made 33 years ago. 
"It makes sense if you're commi tted to ecology, you' ll make 
fa irly conscientious choices . And the choice not to have children 
is part of that," she said and laughed when she added, "Writers are 
poor, but the rewards of the work are great." 
- by Michele Coff ill 
Stephanie Mills has also written Whatever Happened to Ecology?, 
In Praise of Nature, In Service to the Wild: Restoring and 
Reinhabiting Damaged Land, and Turning Away from Technology. 
Stephanie M ills pours water for coffee at her Maple City home. The 
Traverse City Campus faculty member is one of the country's leading 
ecologists. 
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, Grad finds fulfillment through humanitarian work 
rand Valley's Washington Campus Program gave 
Audrey Pitonak a bad case of wanderlu st. But it 
wasn ' t GVSU's popular graduate program in the 
nation 's capital that was to blame. It was the people 
she met there. 
' "While I was in Washington , I had some roommates from 
overseas," she explained, "and this was my first real interaction 
with a lot of people from fore ign countries." 
Pitonak, who received a bachelor's degree from Grand Va lley 
in l992 and a master 's in l 997, kept in touch with those friends 
and visited one in Africa whil e on vacation from her job in the 
fi nance divi sion of Amway Corp . (now Alticor). Pitonak had 
been in Europe on business fo r Amway, but it was the journey to 
South Africa and Namibia that really whetted her appetite for 
travel. She has spent little time in the United States since. 
When Pitonak returned from Africa, she reali zed she wanted 
to see and ex perience the world - but not from a business 
perspective. She became increas ingly discontented with life in 
the rea lm of business and soon res igned from Amway. Pitonak 
then spent a month in Europe but fo und that the trip had brought 
her no closer to discovery of what course her life should take. 
"I came back and just started trying to fi gure out where it was 
I was supposed to be and what my life was going to be all 
about," she said . 
In 1998, Pitonak's intensive search fo r fulfillment led her to 
the Peace Corps, whi ch offered her a position in Macedonia as a 
Pictured with residents of Xian, China, Pitonak once worked as 
an office manager for an international school there. 
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Pitonak stands behind Kosovar children in a school in Macedonia. 
business Engli sh teacher and business consultant. 
Thrilled by this development, Pitonak left fo r Washington the 
fo ll owing spring to begin ori entation for her new ass ignment. 
But the cri sis in Kosovo and the start of NATO bombing of 
military targets in Yugos lavia shattered her plans. As the 
situation in the Balkans rapidly deteriorated, the Peace Corps 
began recall ing personnel already in the region and to ld Pitonak 
and others that they wouldn ' t be able to go. 
With no jobs to return to, Pitonak and two others in her group 
decided to make the best of their situation and travel. They spent 
the next few weeks in New Zealand, and soon Pitonak learned 
that the Peace Corps had an ass ignment for her in Bulgaria. She 
had time to squeeze in another trip before the ass ignment began, 
and fo und her way to Macedon ia after speaking at length with a 
wo man who served as a miss ionary there. 
"The next thing I know I'm off to Macedon ia," Pitonak 
reca lled. "I didn ' t even know what organ ization I'd be serving 
with or what we' d be doing over there. I just knew it sounded 
interesting." 
Pitonak wasn ' t di sappointed. Her service was with the 
Evange lica l Church and its humani tarian affi li ate known as 
AGAPE (Assoc iation for Generos ity and Active Promotion of 
Empathy). Though most of her time was spent at a warehouse in 
Skopj e, assembling boxes of food and other items for refu gees 
from Kosovo, she did have contact with fa milies in nearby 
villages . Her two weeks passed qu ickly, and Pitonak was 
preparing to leave when a couple representing the church took 
r her to d inner and asked that she stay. 
For the nex t six months she taught Eng li sh classes and 
., assisted miss ionari es with bookkeeping and other business 
~ responsibilities . But late in 1999, faced with dwind ling gift 
support, AGAPE was forced to cut programs and re lease staff 
members. Pitonak lost her job and the apartment that had been a 
major part of her compensation package. One of the mi ssionari es 
to ld her about a teaching vaca ncy at an international school in 
Skopje, Pitonak app lied and was immediate ly accepted. 
At the end of the academic year Pitonak took a summer 
pos ition with PMU Interlife, a Swed ish organizati on that he lped 
Kosovar Albanians to rebuild the ir destroyed homes. 
In the fa ll , Pitonak was urged to teach agai n at the international 
school. She agreed but took a couple weeks off earl y in the 
' 1 came back and just started trying to 
figure out where it was I was supposed to 
be and what my life was going to be all 
' about. - Audrey Pitonak 
semester to return to the Un ited States for the first time in nearl y 
two years . After visiting her parents and friend s, she went back 
to Macedonia to find herself jobless again . A teacher who 
substituted fo r her had connections with the admini stration and 
was g iven the position permanently. 
But the mi sfortune opened the door to another interesting 
opportunity - serv ing for severa l days as an internation al poll 
supervi sor during Kosovo's first democratic elections. 
"I didn't realize exactly what I was getting into until I got 
there," she said. "On the first clay we got up about 3 a. m. to get 
the ba ll ots and take them to our stations. When we left, they 
checked all the vehicles to make sure there were no explosive 
devices underneath . It was nothing for us to see military 
person nel everywhere. 
"Living conditions were not good at all ," she continued. "We 
had 10 of us in one small house which was guarded by a tank 
and sold iers 24 hours a day. Electricity was very scarce. It was 
quite cold because we were hi gher up and heaters often were 
useless because of the electri city shortage. We seldom had hot 
water, and we could only get water a couple of hours during the 
morn ing." 
The summer of 2001 found her back in the U.S., but not for 
long. In September, Pitonak took off for China where she spent a 
year as office manager for an international school. But the 
magnetism of Macedonia has drawn her back and, after another 
summer in the States, Pitonak returned to the Balkans where she 
serves as assistant to the director of NOVA High School in Skopje. 
T hough Pitonak 's journey has n't a lways been on smooth seas, 
she sa id she fo und the kind of rewarding oppo rtuniti es she 
sought when she departed from the business world in West 
Mich igan. 
It is a seemingly sim ple event that Pitonak said she will reca ll 
when thinking of he r time in the Balka ns - an evening spent 
with fo ur other AGAPE workers, three of them from a church in 
the Netherlands, at an old Turk ish fort ifi cation on a hill over-
look ing Skopje and the coun trys ide near the border with Kosovo. 
"We went there after dinner one ni ght," Pitonak sa id. "Though 
it was dark, we could see and hear bombs being dropped on 
Kosovo. We just stood in a c irc le and prayed. It was just a real 
touching ex perience. It 's something I wi ll a lways remember." 
- by Gordon Seid 
During a field trip to Kunming, China, Audrey Pitonak poses with a 
girl in festive Chinese dress. 
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Alumni Relations director ready to build on solid foundation 
ore than 60 percent 
of Grand Valley's 
a lumni graduated 
since l 990, so it 
seems appro priate that one from 
this era be named director of 
Alumni Re lations . 
Chri s Barbee, '88, succeeded 
outgoing director Nancee Miller 
on August 19. Barbee is the 
second fu ll -time alumni director 
in the university 's history, and is 
also the executive director of the 
GVSU Alumni Association. 
"It 's an honor and a privilege 
to return to my alma mater in 
this capacity," Barbee said . ' 'I'm 
extremely excited to return to 
Grand Valley and look forward 
to meeting alumni , and renewing 
old friendships within the 
campus community." 
The 36-year-old had worked 
for eight years as press secretary 
to U.S. Rep. Vernon Ehlers 
(R-Grand Rapids). Before 
moving to Washington, D.C. , he 
was a producer-announcer for 
WGVU Rad io and producer-host 
fo r WGVU-TV. 
Chris Barbee began his new role as alumni director in August. 
We ll -known for his on-air work at WGVU, Barbee was an 
award-winning news reporter and host of "GV Sports," a weekly 
Laker TV magazine show. He was a color commentator for Laker 
men 's basketball , and teamed with Laker Hall of Farner Dick 
Nelson to ca ll Laker football fo r five seasons. 
"I was fortunate to join West Michigan Publ ic Broadcasting as 
a full -time staff member right when their operations were shifted 
to the Eberhard Center downtown," Barbee said . "For a 
broadcasting major who had just completed four years of 
learning about the business in a c lassroom setting, the move to a 
state-of-the-art facility in the state's second largest city was quite 
a reward. The ex perience I gained and the contacts I made during 
my time there have been invaluable during my career." 
A Kalamazoo native, Barbee graduated from Mattawan High 
School. He is married to Jani ce Abramowicz of Grand Rapids ; 
they have an infa nt daughter, Maya. 
Barbee compi led an outstand ing record of service as a member 
of Eh lers ' staff in Washington, and is hi ghl y regarded as a 
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communicator and pub lic re lations practitioner. 
"Chris is a so li d member of the emerging generation of Grand 
Valley alumni who are taking their place as leaders in all walks 
of life," said Maribeth Wardrop, vice president for University 
Development. 
GVSU has more than 47,000 graduates located throu ghout the 
world, and Barbee said he is eager to begin his new role as their 
spokesman . Wardrop sa id she has no doubts Barbee wi II do an 
outstanding job. 
"He has tremendous energy, passion, commitment, and a 
belief in the value that Grand Valley brings to the community and 
the state," she said . 
Barbee said he looks forward to promoting GVSU and its 
alumni activities to the alumni community and carrying on the 
trad ition establi shed by Mi lle r during her long tenure. 
"It 's my goal to continue to spread the enthusias m that Nancee 
has passed along to me over the yea rs," he said. 
·• 
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Brown, Scott win alumni service awards 
Both of the 
2002 GVSU 
Alumni Service 
Award recipients 
have expanded 
alumni resources 
on campus and 
throughout 
M ichigan. 
, Francie Brown, Andy Scott, '90, and Francie Brown, '79, receive 
79, and Andy Alumni Service Awards from President Mark A. 
Scott, ' 90, Murray during halftime of the Homecoming 
received awards game against Northern Michigan. 
from President 
Mark A. Murray at halftime of the Homecoming game against 
Northern Michigan University on October l 2. They were also 
honored at the annual Service Awards Dinner at the Alumni House 
earlier that day. 
Brown completed a five-year presidency of the GVSU Alumni 
Assoc iation that was highlighted by the successful completion of 
the $2.5 million capital campaign to build the Alumni House and 
Vi sitor Center on the Allendale Campus. Brown also represented 
alumni as a frequent member of various campus boards and 
committees, including the search and selection process for Grand 
Valley's president,•provost, and alumni director. 
Scott led efforts to organize GVSU alumni in C hi cago and 
Detro it, as hi s job with General Serv ices Admini stration took him 
to those areas . He served as foundin g president of the Metro 
Detroit Chapter of the GVSU Alumni Association, and spearheaded 
efforts to establish a scholarship in the chapter's name. 
He also organized the annual Detroit Area Summer Sendoff, a 
joint project with the African American Alumni Association. More 
than 1,000 students and their families have participated in the 
Sendoff duri ng its five-year hi story. 
Twenty-four people have been named Alumni Service Award 
recipients since the award was establi shed in l992. 
Motor City newcomers join in 
'Summer Sendoff' 
About 200 new Grand Va lley students and their fa mili es were 
at Clarkston 's Independence Oaks County Park on August 18 for 
the fifth annual "Detro it Area Summer Sendoff." 
Hosted by the Metro Detroit and African American alumni 
chapters, the event gives new Lakers an opportunity to meet 
GVSU alumni , current students, and staff members. Each year, 
more than 600 new students from the Detroit/Flint area pack their 
bags fo r Allendale. 
The picnic includes games and drawings for GVSU merchandise. 
Billy Nuse III , of Utica, won the grand prize, a "freshman 
surviva l kit" including food , cleaning materi als, Laker spirit items 
and school supplies. 
New Grand Valley students and their fami lies enjoy a picnic with 
staff and faculty members at Independence Oaks County Park 
during the fifth annual Detroit Area Summer Sendoff. 
000 
2003 GVSU Alumni Travel Program offers more destinations 
The 2003 Grand Valley Alumni Travel Program offers more 
departures than ever before, including exotic destinations like 
the Danube River, Pari s, and South Africa. Also on the agenda is 
the popul ar Lake M ichigan crui se to Manitowoc, Wisconsin. 
Complete travel program details are avai lable by ca lling 
program coordinator Kim Schmjdt in A lu mni Re lations. at 
616-33 1-3592 or 1-800-558-054 1, or sending an e-mail to 
schmicltk@gvsu.edu. 
Below is a list of destinations and departure dates: 
• South Africa: Departure elates in March and April. 
• Danube Ri ver Cruise, Prague, Vienna , Budapest: Departure 
dates in April and May. 
• Ch ina: Departure dates in May and June. 
• Alaska Discover Land/Cruise Tour: Depaiture dates June 23- July 5. 
• Al umni Co llege in Chi anti , Italy: Departure dates Jul y 13-2 l. 
• Paris: Departure dates in August. 
• Lake Michigan Carferry: Departure dates August 8- 10. 
• Ire land: Departure elates in September and October. 
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Laker supporter returns to campus 
~n new role 
George Fuller, '78 and '93, fi rst saw 
Grand Valley's campus in 1967, when he 
was on an elementary-school fi eld trip. 
While the campus has changed 
dramaticall y since then, Fuller 's support 
fo · GVSU has remained intact. 
Last spring, George, his wife, Rochelle, 
' 83 , and sons Brandon and Jonthan, 
moved back to Grand Rapids from George fuller 
Califo rnia, where the Laker Hall of Fame 
basketball player served as ass istant basketball coach at Cal State-
Fullerton. Fuller, who moved to the West Coast in 1996, said he 
found the life of a Division I assistant basketball coach was hectic, 
and kept him too fa r away from his growing fa mily for too long. 
Back in West Michigan, Rochelle works as an auditor for the 
State of Michigan in Grand Rapids, while George works for 
Collegiate Funding Services as director of business development. 
Fuller, a Detroit native, was a member of the outstanding Laker 
basketball teams of the mid- '70s, under head coach Tom Villemure. 
The l 976-77 team won 30 games and made a strong run at the 
NAIA national title. After graduation, Fuller worked in Grand 
Valley's Admissions Office and later as assistant coach to Villemure. 
He served several years as coordinator of recruiting for the Laker 
program, and was a bench assistant when GVSU won the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference title and made the first of 
two NCAA playoff appearances in 199 1 and 1992. 
Serving GVSU once again, Fuller was named to the Alumni 
Association Board of Directors, and began those duties in 
September. 
Alums cruise Lake Michigan 
More than 60 GVSU alumni and family members set sail aboard the 
55 Badger in mid-August. The annual tour, on the car ferry service 
owned by Bob M anglitz, '73, runs from Ludington to Manitowoc, 
Wisconsin, and has become a popular GVSU Alumni Travel Program 
event . 
26 I Wi nter 2003 
CSAL grads hold reunion 
Alumni of Grand Valley's College Student Affa irs Leadershi p 
Program met for a reunion during the extended Fourth of July 
weekend . 
Assoc iate Dean of Students Ginger Randall, ' 73 , sponsored the 
reuni on, which included a golf outing and crui se aboard Grand 
Vall ey 's research vessel, D.J. Angus. Alums from the Grand 
Rapids area and New York, Connecticut, Colorado, Wisconsin , 
Minnesota, Indiana, Texas, and Ohio attended. 
Pictured are (front row, left to right) Leijhi Koval, Heather Bloom, 
Bridget Stenger, Chad Garland, Bonnie Sue Schneider; (second 
row, left to right) Jodi Garbin, Erin Elder, Valerie Penny, Jason Alt, 
Sharon Gherity, Shane Teusch; (third row, left to right) Jeff Kruse, 
Tony Smith, Victoria Arndt, and Dave Crafts. 
Golf outing ra ises scholarship dollars 
Tom Rademacher, '78, columnist for the Grand Rapids Press and 
friend of the late Detroit Free Press sportswriter and GVSU alum 
Robert "Corky" Meinecke, presides over the 2002 memorial golf 
outing named for Meinecke. A scholarship benefiting GVSU sports 
communication students was created following Meinecke's death 
from ca ncer in 1996, with proceeds from t he annual golf outing 
supporting the fund. Meinecke's son, Derek, and grandson, Drew, 
are pictured at left. 
,Homecoming 
p/10,os by Fred Reinecke 
Louie the Laker plays capture NMU's flag during the 
Homecoming game on October 12. Above, wide receiver David 
Kircus is the target of a Curt Anes pass. The Lakers beat the 
Wildcats, 51 -14, before a crowd of 10,000 at Lubbers Stadium. 
Calendar 2003 
January 18 
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting, Alumni House. 
February 20-22 (Tentative} 
Upper Peninsula Alumni Meeti ngs with President Mark A. Munay. 
March through April 
Alumni Travel Program, Departures for South Africa* 
April through May 
Alumn i Travel Program, Departures for Danube River Cruise, 
Prague, Vienna, Budapest.* 
Apri l 25 
Distinguished Alumni and Outstanding Educator Dinner, 
Alumni House. 
April 26 
Conunencernent. 
May through June 
Alumni Travel Program, Departures for China* 
May 17 
Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting, Alumni House. 
June 23-July 5 
Alumni Travel Program, Alaska Discover Land/Crnise Tour* 
June 28 
Football Alumni Golf Outing, the Meadows. 
July 
Muskegon Air Fair event. (Date TBA) 
July 13-21 
Alumni Travel Program, Alumni College in Chianti , Italy.* 
August 
Alumni Travel Program, Departures for Paris.* 
August 5 
Corky Meinecke Memorial Golf Outing, the Meadows. 
August 8-10 
SS Badger Lake Michigan Voyage.* 
September (Tentative} 
Alumni excursion to Davis, California, for Laker football game. 
Watch for details. 
* For more infmmation on the 2003 GVSU Alumni Travel Program, contact Kirn Schmidt, '88 and '00, in Alumni Relations 
at 616-331-3592 or l -800-558-0541 , or via e-mail at schmidtk@gvsu.edu. 
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Careers 
r 1960s 
James Morford, B.A., 1969, chief engineer at 
Grand Haven Board of Light and Power, celebrated 
30 years of service with the municipa l utility in 
August. 
1970s 
James Bellini, B.Ph., 1976, associate professor of 
counseling and human services in the School of 
Education at Syracuse University, co-authored 
E111erge11cy Issues i11 Rehabilitatio11 Co1111seli11g. 
Bellini earned master 's and doctorate degrees from 
the University of Arkansas. 
T.A. El Amin, B.B.A., 1976, has joined Nirvana 
Golf Technologies LLC in Pullman, Michigan, as 
a national sales manager. El Amin left Michigan 
Bell Yellow Pages/Ameritech after 23 years as 
senior account executi ve, sales manager, 
marketing manager, and sales trainer. 
1980s 
Susan Fitzmaurice, B.Ph., 1980, and B.A., 1998, 
has been named the Americans w ith Disabilities 
Act coordinator for the city of Dearborn. 
Debra (Richards) Wilson, B.A., 1980, is a 
co llections ass istant at the Carnegie Museum of 
Natural History in Pittsburgh, Pennsy lvania. 
Wi lson's mineral photographs have been published 
in numerous magazines, including the covers of 
Rocks a11d Minerals Maga zine and the Carnegie 
Magazine. 
Georgiann Voissem, B.B.A., 1989, is the director 
of marketing for LA Images of Battle Creek, a 
privately held corporation offering commercial 
photography and creative design in the Batt le 
Creek/Calhoun County area. 
1990s 
Tammie (Stott) Hoffman, B.A., 1990, is an 
associate attorney wi th Stuckey Law Offices in 
Charleston, South Carolina. 
Daniel Lineberry, B.S., 1992, has joined General 
M otors of Fl inr, as a production supervisor. 
L ineberry. a 111e111ber of the Michigan Ar111 y 
ational Guard , was also pro111oted to lieutenant 
of the Auburn Hills Fire Depart111en1. 
Len VanPopering, B.B.A., 1994, has been 
pro111oted 10 111arketing 111anager for Russe l l 
A thleti c Corporat ion in Atlanta, Georgia. He 
earned a 111aster 's o f business ad111inistrat ion 
degree in 111arketing and e-business fro111 
Uni versity o f 1orth Carolina at Chapel Hi l l. 
Jeffry Knibbe, B.S., 1995, co111p leted 111edical 
school at the Michigan State Uni versity College of 
28 I Winter 2003 
• 
Hu111an M edicine and was inducted into the Alpha 
Omega A lpha Honor Society. Knibbe is an internal 
111edicine phys ician at Michigan Medica l P.C. in 
Grand Rapids. 
Calvin Oosse, B.B.A., 1995, has joined M cK insey 
& Company in New York City as a seni or 
project/account manager. Oosse was previously 
e111ployed at Arthu r A ndersen in Chicago, I l linois. 
Samantha (McBee) Perrin, B.S., 1995, has 
completed the fa111i ly practi ce res idency progra111 
at Mercy General Hospita l in M uskegon and is the 
attending phys ician at Muskegon Famil y Care. 
Robert Kerr, B.A., 1996, co111pleted a doctorate 
degree at the University of Oregon and is now a 
visiting research associate at Dartmouth College's 
depart111ent of geography in Hanover, New 
Hampshire. 
Karen (Mot) Leonard, B.B.A., 1996, an employee 
of Earth Tech in Grand Rapids, was recently 
acknowledged as a Certified Profess ional Serv ices 
Marketer from the Society of Professional 
Marketing Services. T he CPSM certifi cation 
encompasses educational achieve111ent, professional 
experience, and written exam. 
Daniel Emmorey, B.B.A., 1997, has j oi ned 
Independent Bank Corporation as a co111111ercial 
credit analyst. 
Mark Rumsey, B.F.A., 1997, was na111ed the 
MainStreet manager for the Wealthy Street corridor 
in Grand Rapids. MainStreet is a national 111odel that 
focuses on design, economic restructuring, and 
promotions to bring long-term change. 
David Crafts, B.S., 1998, and M.Ed., 2000, is the 
assistant director of student activities and orientation 
at Capita l Uni versity in Columbus, Ohio. 
Chad Chastin, B.S., 1998, has j oi ned J. Walter 
Tho111pson in Detroi t as a senior account 
executi ve. Ghastin wi ll be responsible for Ford 
Motor Division customer re lationship management 
progra111s. 
Christopher Hallenbeck, B.B.A., 1998, has been 
promoted to hu111an resources manager at 
Wolverine World Wide fnc. in Rockford. 
Eric Hartman, B.S., 1998, earned a doctorate 
degree from Palmer College of Chiropractic and 
has opened a private practice in Jenison. Hi s focus 
is on tota l fami ly hea l th utili zing chiropractic, 
nu triti on and therapeutic massage. 
Sally Amos, B.S., 1999, is an investigati ve 
coordinator for Central Care Manage111ent 
Organi zation in Detroit. 
William Cole, B.B.A., 1999, is a financial services 
product associate w ith State Farm Insurance in 
Zeeland. 
Christine (Grohowski) Nicometo, B.A., 1999, 
earned a master 's degree in rhetoric and technical 
com111unications fro111 Michigan Technologica l 
Universi ty. She is currentl y teaching at MTU and 
Finlandia Uni versi ty. 
Jennifer Witham, B.S., 1999, was named director 
of catering at Creati ve Dining Services at Calv in 
College in Grand Rapids. 
2000s 
Chris Dayss, B.B.A., 2000, is the res ident director 
at the Un iversi ty of lllinois in Ch icago. He also 
completed his master 's of education degree at the 
Uni versity of Maine. 
Melissa Dittmann, B.S., 2000, recenliy graduated 
with a master 's degree in journali s111 fro111 
Syracuse Uni versity in New York. Dittmann w ill 
be working in Washington, D.C., as a writer for 
Grae/PSYCH, a new 111agazine, and as a freelance 
writer. 
Edward Gilhool, B.S., 2000, recently graduated 
w ith a master 's degree from Oregon State 
Un ivers ity and has accepted the pos iti on of 
res ident director at the University of Arizona in 
Tuscon. 
Karl Koehle, B.S., 2001 , is a co111puter animator 
for Litigation Insights in Eagan, M innesota. 
Brenda Kolbe, B.S., 2001, is the 111arketi ng 
coordinator for Uti limaster Corporat ion in 
Wakarusa, Indiana. Utilimaster is a leading 
111anufacturer of wa lk-in vans, truck bodies, 
and delivery vehicles. 
Elizabeth Treasure, B.A., 2001, recently graduated 
from the U.S. Coast Guard Recruit Training 
Center in Cape May, New Jersey, and has been 
promoted to Coast Guard Seaman rank. 
Marriage=s=--------
1980s 
Angela Mohre, B.S., 1988, and Patri ck Stefanick, 
Jr. , on September 6. 
1990s 
Chelsea Reff, B.S., 1994, and Benton Ri chard son 
on October 6, 200 I . 
Samantha McBee, B.S., 1995, and David Perrin, 
B.S., 1997, and M.S., 2000, on July 5. 
Pamela Williams, B.S., 1996, and M.P.A., 1999, 
and Gary Davi s on March 9. 
Lindsay Cousineau, B.S., 1998, and Greg 
Engleby on June 14. 
Jennifer Dodd, B.A. , 1999, and William Cole, 
B.B.A., 1999, on A ugust 17. 
Christine Grohowski, B.A., 1999, and Ryan 
Nicometo on July 6. 
Kellie Hale, B.A., 1999, and M ichael K idwell on 
September 7. 
Shannon Nemeth, B.S., 1999, and M.S., 2001, 
and lathew Branch, B.S., 1999, on Jul y 6. 
'2000s 
Tamikya Hawk, B.S., 2000, and M.Ed., 2001, 
and Todd Lewis, B.B.A., 1996, on August 17. 
Susan Lyon, B.S.N., 2000, and Jason DeBoer, 
B.S., 2001, on June 2, 200 I. 
Kristen Pietras, B.S., 2000, and M.S., 2002, and 
Steven Myers, B.S., 1999, and M.P.A.S., 2002, 
on May 24. 
Andrea VanderMale, B.S.N., 2000, and Jeffry 
Knibbe, B.S., 1995, on Jul y 2 1, 2000. 
Ste1>hanie Wenner, B.A., 2001, and Kevin 
Kammeraad, B.S., 1998, on June 22. 
Holly Wriska , B.S., 2001, and Benjamin Rapin, 
B.S., 2000, on August 3. 
Margaret S1>ragg, B.S., 2002, and Brian Tingley, 
B.S., 2001, on March 23. 
Birt _ _,_h:.::s __________ _ 
1980s 
A son, Franc is Anthony, on August 5, to Anthony 
Corona, B.B.A., 1982, and M.B.A., 1992, and hi s 
wife Tammy. Francis is we lcomed by sisters 
Lauren and Sophia. The fami ly resides in 
All endale. 
A daughter, Maya Kah , on June 30, to Chris 
Barbee, B.S., 1988, and his wife Janice. The 
family li ves in Grand Rapids. 
A daughter, Li sa Amber, on Jul y 7, to Vincent 
Tarsavage, B.B.A., 1989, and his wife Donna. 
The fami ly li ves in Dearborn. 
1990s 
A daughter, Olivia Marie, on Jul y 22, to Julie 
(Henke) Erwin, B.A., 1991, and Gary Erwin , 
B.S., 1989. The family resides in Oxfor I. 
A son, Owen Samuel, on June 18, to Laura 
(LaVoie) Leshok, B.S., 1991, and her husband 
Dav id . Owen is welcomed by brother Adam. The 
ramil y li ves in South Lyon. 
A daughter, Amie Sue. on August 2, to Cindy 
(A1>plegate) Donner, B.B.A., 1992, and David 
Donner, B.B.A., 1992. Amie is welcomed by 
sister Megan. The fami ly resides in Grand Blanc. 
Twins, Te nl ey and Jarrett, on April 16, to Tammy 
(Boomer) Worrell, B.A., 1992, and Brien 
Worrell, B.S., 1992. The fam il y lives in Milford. 
A daughter, Mac ken zie Marie, on September 4, to 
Deb (Diephouse) Zuiderveen, B.S.N., 1992, and 
• • I r1 
he r husband Jeff. Mackenzie is welcomed by 
siblings Aubrie, Trever, and Logan. The fami ly 
resides in Alto. 
A son, Aaron Connor, on Jul y 16, to Brian 
Swanson, B.B.A., 1993, and hi s wife Lori. The 
family lives in Clio. 
A daughter, Catrina Marie, on August 3, to 
Christine (Rondini) Buchanan, B.S., 1994, and 
Chris Buchanan, B.S., 1995. T he family resides 
in Germany. 
A daughter, Claudia Michelle, on Jul y 15, to 
Carrie (Coo1>er) Muessig, B.S., 1994, and her 
husband Patrick. The fam il y li ves in Paw Paw. 
A son, Henry James, on Jul y 29, to Paige 
(Brooks) Riley, B.A., 1994, and her husband 
Kri stopher. The fami ly resides in Milford. 
A daughte r, Sydney Grace, on March 7, to Sara 
(Hieshetter) Antonucci, B.A. , 1995, and Thomas 
Antonucci, B.B.A., 1995. Sydney is welcomed by 
siblings Tommy and Lauren. The family res ides in 
Germantown, Mary land . 
A daughter, Quinn Adrianne, on May 28, to Renee 
(Haveman) Baar, B.S., 1995, and Joel Baar, B.S., 
1995. The fami ly li ves in Alto. 
A son, Christopher Dan ie l, on Jul y 24, to Daniel 
Carpenter, B.S., 1995, and hi s wife Kerri. 
Christopher is welcomed by brother Dante. The 
fam il y resides in North Providence, Rhode Island. 
A daughter, Mairin Virginia, on August 29, to 
Michelle (Swanson) Heimbuch, M.Ed., 1995, 
and her husband Bob. Mairin is welcomed by 
brother Zachary. The famil y li ves in Grosse Pointe 
Park. 
A daughter, Sienna lre ne, on May 8, to Jennifer 
(Bowser) Hinton, B.B.A., 1995, and Douglas 
Hinton, B.B.A., 1995. Sienna is welcomed by 
sister Saige. The fam il y res ides in Charl otte, North 
Carolina. 
A daughter, Francesca lssarn , on August I 0, 200 I, 
to Jamie (Keclik) Mahmoud, B.A., 1995, and her 
husband lssam. Francesca is welco med by sister 
Isabell a. The family li ves in LaGrange Park , 
lllinois. 
A daughter, Abigai l Anne, on Aug ust 23, to Amy 
(Croel) Perrien, B.S., 1995, and her husband 
Jody. Abigai l is welcomed by sister Eve lyn. T he 
fami ly lives in Jeni son. 
A daughter, Olivia Grace, on Jul y 19, to Michelle 
(Smith) Westphal, B.S., 1995, and M.S., 1998, 
and her husband Mike. Oli via is we lcomed by 
sister Emil y. The fami ly li ves in Shelby Township. 
A son, Jayden Kha lil , on June 29, to Ketesa 
(Walker) Allen, B.S., 1997, and her husband 
Hende rson. The famil y res ides in Flint. 
A son, Alexander Ryan Willi am, on April 4, to 
Kelly (Arntz) Johnson, B.A., 1997, and Ryan 
Johnson, B.B.A., 1997. The fam il y li ves in 
Comstock Park. 
A daughter, Rache l Kathryn , on Apri l 9, to Sara 
(Hemmeke) Smith, B.B.A., 1997, and Larry 
Smith, B.S., 1996. The family res ides in 
Hudsonville. 
A daughter, Abigai l Marie, on December 16, 200 1, 
to Cathy (Sharp) Cardosa, B.B.A., 1998, and her 
husband Denni s. The family li ves in Grand 
Rapids. 
A son, Grant Allen, on Jul y 19, to Becky 
(Babcock) Kanak, B.S.N., 1999, and her husband 
John. The famil y res ides in Pinckney. 
In Memoriam 
Howard Stein, Grand Rapids, Michigan, GVSU 
biology professor emeritus, on September 14. 
Judith Lett, Battle Creek, Michigan, B.A. , 1972, 
in September. 
Gordon McKelvey, Port Huron, Michi gan, B.A. , 
1974, on May 23 . 
William Thwaites, Stanton, Michigan, B.S., 1974, 
on September 12. 
David Hansen, Battle Creek, Michigan, B.S. , 
1977, on Se pte mber I 0. 
Peter Guilford, Rockford , Michigan, B.Ph. , 1979, 
on Jul y 3 1. 
Rebecca lf'tner, Spring Lake, Michigan, B.S. , 
1980, 011 Jul y 6. 
Jerry Williams, Rochester Hill s, Michigan, B.S ., 
1983, on September 7. 
Philip Omer, Grand Rapids, Michigan, M.B.A. , 
1984, on August 4. 
Connie Taylor, Gra nd Rapids, Michigan, B.S. , 
1985, on September 17. 
Willard Eden, Muskegon, Michigan, M.B .A. , 
1988, on Jul y 3 1. 
Michael Fisher, Hudsonvil le, Michigan, B.B.A., 
1994, on August 7. 
Laura Weir, Canton, Michigan, B.A ., 1999, on 
Jul y 25. 
Robert Mulford, Comstock Park , B.S. , 2000, on 
Jul y 17. 
To submit a brie f for an upcoming issue of Grand 
Valley Magazine, se nd an e-mai l to Kirn Schmidt, 
' 88 and '00, at schrn idtk@gvsu.edu, or mai l it to 
GVSU Alu mn i Relations, 207 Alumni House, 
I Campus Dri ve, All endale, M I 4940 I. 
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Anton Tolman 
His fantasy world is filled with ogres, 
elves and the undead, but it's nothing 
compared to his real world 
S ome families pass the time playing games like Yahtzee and checkers. Anton Tolman 's family prefers a rousing round of Bloodbowl. 
"It's a little more bloody than regular football ," said 
Tolman, a psychology professor at Grand Valley. 'There's a 
greater chance of players getting badl y hurt or killed in the game 
than in regular football." 
Fortunately for the rest of us, the Bloodbowl game exists in a 
fantasy world . The closest the carnage comes to reality is small 
metal figures on a tabletop. Tolman is an avid player of fa ntasy 
games, building environments and collecting and painting small 
figures for the games. 
Tolman 's game of choice these days is Warhammer 40,000, 
, which takes place in the far distant future. Tolman has amassed 
two armies for that game: one of Space Marines (which are 
·• 9-feet-tall genetically modified humans with two hearts and two 
~ sets of lungs) and one of graceful Eldar, whi ch are like futuri stic 
alien elves. 
The games can last from two to eight hours, and take place in a 
fictitious "open-ended universe" which allows players to create 
heir own storylines and plot twists, Tolman said. 
Before coming to GVSU, Tolman was what is known in the 
gaming world as an "outrider." That is, he was a volunteer for a 
British company called Games Workshop, and he would travel 
around and demonstrate how to play the company's games and 
help set up groups to play them. 
While his fantasy world is fill ed with ogres, elves and the 
undead, it 's nothing compared to his real world. Tolman 's 
academic research focuses on understanding psychopathy and 
violence. His current research also involves the management of 
sex offenders. In private practice, he applies that knowledge, 
working with violence prediction and risk assessment, and in the 
course of his work has interviewed psychopaths and murderers. 
"These are things that most academics don't get to do," 
Tolman said. 
This type of work can be very stressful , Tolman said, adding 
that the fantasy world of these complex games is a great release . 
In the game world, he can cheer when he wins or yell out when 
hi s favorite character is defeated. And when he builds sets and 
paints fi gures, he can relax. 
"It 's very competitive, and I'm very competitive. I can be as 
emotional as I want. I get to express those emotions in ways I 
can' t at work," he said. "And the painting really calms me down. 
When you start, it 's just a piece of metal, but as you paint it, it 
almost comes to life. 
" It really is a release for me, because the type of work I do is 
so intensely chall enging mentall y," Tolman continued, noting that 
he has to be prepared to have his work critiqued in open court 
under cross-examination . 
It's not only his work and play that sets Tolman apart from 
other members of the campus community - it's also hi s method 
of locomotion. 
Tolman sports spring-loaded shoes made by a company called 
Z-Coil. They look like regular tenni s shoes, except they have a 
titanium spring at the heel that works as a shock absorber. They 
help Tolman, who suffers from heel spurs, tolerate being on hi s 
fee t all day teaching. But they also give him a di stinct bounce to 
his step that makes him hard to miss on campus, prompting lots 
of student interest. 
"Students always ask if I can jump hi gher with these shoes," 
Tolman said . "But they 're more for coming down than go ing up ." 
Along with the spring-loaded shoes, Tolman rides a scooter on 
campus, uses a cell phone and a PDA and reads on an RCA 
e-book. 
"I love gadgets. I love how they extend my ability to do 
things," Tolman said . 
- by Brian J. Bowe 
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This image 
shows the Old 
Trails Bridge, a 
former Route 66 
highway span 
across the 
Colorado River 
at Topock, 
Arizona. It is 
now used as a 
pipeline bridge. 
This photograph 
appears in David 
Plowden's new 
book, Bridges: 
The Spans of 
North America, 
published by 
W.W. Norton & 
Company. It's a 
revised edition 
of a book first 
published in 
1974. See page 7 
for an interview 
with Plowden, 
a visiting 
professor of 
photography. 
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